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Overview
Thank you for purchasing a Heat Shield. You can now look forward to improved light distribution from your lamp and all
the benefits associated with this.

Product Information
A Heat Shield deflects the heat and light from immediately underneath your lamp so that it can be put closer to your
plants. It’s useful where there’s limited headroom in your grow room and your plants have already grown up to your
light but are not yet ready for harvest. It also helps to give a uniform spread of light for more even plant growth and
often, improved yields. Pleasingly, it easily attaches to your lamp holder.

Installation

!

Important

Please ensure that all items are disconnected before installation

bind here to create a convenient instructions file

The Heat Shield is installed by sliding the circular bracket over the ceramic lampholder of a reflector.

Attaching a Heat Shield to most standard lightholders is simple, as it will easily slide over the ceramic.

Installing a Heat Shield over conical/flared lightholders is often more difficult due to their shape. It will still fit though! To
install on these ceramics, you will need to remove one of the screws at the base of the Heat Shield’s circular bracket and
then slide it over from the rear. All screws need to be replaced securely after the Heat Shield has been fitted.
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